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USPA NEWS - Paul CLEAVE is an Award Winning Author who often divides his Time between his Home City of Christchurch, New
Zealand, where all his Novels are set, and Europe, where none of his Novels are set. He´s won the Ngaio Marsh Award, the SaintMaur Book Festival´s Crime Novel of the Year Award, has been Shortlisted for the Edgar and the Barry and the Ned Kelly....
Paul CLEAVE is an Award Winning Author who often divides his Time between his Home City of Christchurch, New Zealand, where all
his Novels are set, and Europe, where none of his Novels are set. He´s won the Ngaio Marsh Award, the Saint-Maur Book Festival´s
Crime Novel of the Year Award, has been Shortlisted for the Edgar and the Barry and the Ned Kelly. Hailed by critics as a Masterful
writer, Paul Cleave Paul Cleave takes us (again) down a cleverly twisted path with this New Boo .... 'Trust No One' is Now Published in
FRANCE (Ne Fais Confiance Ã Personne) by Sonatine Editions.
Jerry GREY (better known by his pseudonym Henry CUTTER) is the Best-selling 49 Year-old Author of Thirteen Crime Novels. He´s
been diagnosed with early onset Alzheimer´s, a detail he should´ve seen earlier, when his Editor first noticed the decline in his work.
As his Dementia begins to break down the wall between his Life and the Lives of the Characters he has created, Jerry confesses his
Worst Secret : The Stories are real. But it´s clear from Jerry´s entries in his Madness Journal that his Memory mingles freely with his
Professional Imagination.... Paul Cleave cleverly unfolds a Thriller Plot, constantly engaging the Reader.... Why is his Wife Sandra, so
eager to be rid of him ? why a Pair of Detectives insist on questioning him about the Death of a Woman he can´t even remember ?
Why they don´t seem as interested in the woman he claims he did kill, many years before....
Those close to him, including the Nurses at the Care Home where he now lives, insist that it is all in his Head, that his Memory is being
toyed with and manipulated by his Unfortunate Disease. But if that were True, then why are so many bad things happening ? Why are
People dying ?...
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